CLIP | Scoop
Folding Chairs

CLIP

CLIP. Ready any-

CLIP’S sleek design

time additional

at less than 1” folded

seating is needed.

can be easily stored
in a minimal amount

CLIP has a mesh
back that provides
comfort to the
user’s back. The
seat is available in
Natural Beech w/
Grey mesh back,
Light Cherry w/

of space.
CLIP is offered in
pairs. A space
saving wall bracket
provides for simple
convenient out of
the way storage.

Grey and Wenge w/ Chocolate. CLIP has a sturdy

CLIP is the ideal solution for short term seating for a variety

rectangular steel tube frame with an aluminum finish.

of applications in healthcare, hospitality, corporate, government and educational settings.
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Scoop

Scoop is an

Scoop’s frame is

elegant folding

constructed of

chair appropriate

solid beech with

for a variety of

a plyformed

applications

beech seat

in healthcare,

or with an

hospitality,

upholstered

corporate,

pad. Available

government

in selected PPP

and educational

wood finishes.

facilities.
Scoop is offered
Scoop is generously proportioned in scale, it’s ‘scooped’

in pairs. A space saving wall bracket provides for simple

back and contoured seat offers the user excellent support

convenient out of the way storage.

and comfort.
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Finishes		

CLIP					

31.0

Natural Beech w/ Grey Mesh

Light Cherry w/ Grey Mesh

Wenge w/ Chocolate Mesh

18.0

17.75

17.0

2.0

Scoop | DESIGN: Joe Ricchio			
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Finishes

			

Natural Beech

Honey

Light Cherry

Cherry

Mahogany

Walnut

18.0

19.5

H.65©09

21.0

5.75

The goal of Scoop was to provide the user with a comfortable folding chair. This is accomplished through generous
proportion and scale, sculpted back and contoured plyform
seat. Adhering to my design credo: ‘contemporary, yet
timeless,’ Scoop is not only comfortable, but elegant and
versatile as well.

